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PROBLEM
- Long standing problem: measure similarity between materials that aligns with human perception.
- [Zhang et al. 2018] show that deep learning features can lead to a representation that correlates with perceptual judgements.
- [Lagunas et al. 2019] train a neural network on human perceptual data and achieve better results that standard measures.
Are such good perfomances due to the structure of neural networks or to the use of human subjective data?

RESULTS: AGREEMENT WITH HUMAN DATA

COMPARING OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE MEASURES
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RESULTS: SHAPE OF THE LATENT SPACE
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- Color effect : important for the classification network
non-existent for the similarity networks
- Objective vs subjective measure :
-the two similarity networks perform almost equally (~80%)
-the original BRDF metric does not align well with perception
(only 67%)
-the classification network does not predict material similarity as well as the others

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE CHALLENGES
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- classification network
no relationships between similar materials
- similarity networks
both show clustering of material with similar reflectance,
but the exact shape of the space is different

The structure of the network leads to a representation that
aligns well with human perception, even when trained with a
metric that does not align very well with it.
But how different is this space from human perception?
What are the relevant difference and what does it tell us about
the specificities of human perception?
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